
We have managed to surpass the soft 
sitting of all models with the feeling 
of sitting on a cloud.
Teseo is a new modular program that offers a large number 
of very interesting advantages that we are sure will make it a 
new bestseller in our catalogue.

TESEO

Gastromond Regular

Gotham Medium

SIT ON CLOUDS: Patented System

This new seating system is a worldwide innovation and has been patented 
by Fama Sofas.

This new type of seating is part of an R&D project that we have been working 
on for several years. The result is a new seating system that works differently 
from the usual methods, providing a higher comfort than any other products 
in the market. Furthermore, it allows for the lifespan of the seat to be 
multiplied in perfect usage conditions, enabling the easy and straightforward 
replacement of all the constructive elements that may age over time.

CIRCULAR DESIGN: a sofa for life

Like most of our recent projects, sustainability is also a fundamental aspect 
of this new design. Both the seat core and the top quilt that provides that 
special touch can be exchanged and replaced. Additionally, we can also 
replace the 'secret suspension system'. Moreover, all the covers of this model 
are removable, so we have a new model that can extend its average lifespan 
almost infinitely .

PREMIUM VERSION AND BASIC VERSION

Aware that this new 'Cloud Seating' system may be out of reach for some 
customers, we also offer Teseo in a Basic version with NEA suspension + 35kg 
foam and fibre. 

Following the launch of model Klee, we found the need to create 
another modular program that could offer a simple and modern 
design similar to Klee, but with a much higher comfort.

The goal was to surpass the smooth sitting of the Tempo and 
Korinto models and try to achieve the feeling of sitting on a cloud. 

It all started with an innovation project almost 2 years ago, and today we 
can present this new proposal that we are confident will delight all our 
customers.
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TESEO
MODULES

Teseo offers various options for chaise, corner pieces, upholstered arms, 
and adjustable tables. A world of elements is available to create anything 
from the smallest to the most spectacular composition, achieving a simple 
and contemporary design while providing an unprecedented level of 
comfort.

RH1+A+RH2

2A+C+D

V1+2A+V2

2A+F+V2

2C+A 2F+3A+C+D A+C+2A

D+C+2A+C+H1 H2+2A+C+H1+D H2+2A+C+D

3A+C+F+V2+D H2+A+RH1 H2+A+RH2+A

H2+C H2+F+V2 H2+H1

W1+2AXZ+W2+LOUIS

W1+F
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TESEO
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TESEO

1110

TWO DEPTHS 
SYSTEM: Teseo Move                   
(Patented seal)

Finally, Teseo features a new 
backrest moving system that 
modifies the seat depth, offering 
two types of seating in the same 
module: regular or Chaise. The 
mechanism used was created by the 
Fama R&D department and presents 
a significant innovation compared to 
other systems on the market: it does 
not require a visible cut in the fabric 
to advance forward.



TESEO 
YOU&ME "O"

"O" is a new You&Me armchair from the Teseo family. After achieving that 
special seating experience in the Teseo model, where you seem to float 
among the clouds, we could not resist creating an armchair with a special 
touch that could have a life of its own.
 
Thus was born "O," an octagonal armchair equipped with the new 
mechanism designed by our team to move the backrest forward, and with 
two asymmetrical arms, one upholstered and the other with a board that 
can function as an armrest, backrest, or simply as a table.
 
Creating this space that is so different and special already captivated us. 
The feeling of letting yourself fall into Teseo "O" is the closest thing to 
disappearing from the world for a good while. A new, almost magical space.

Another peculiarity of the Teseo program are its You&Me 
elements.
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Gastromond Regular

Gotham Medium

The feeling of sitting on clouds...

The "Sit on clouds" system is an innovation devised by Fama Sofas' R&D 
team that provides an absorbent and super soft seating experience, 
resembling sitting on clouds. It also guarantees non-deformability for a 
minimum of 10 years, with the added option of system replacement at a 
very affordable cost after this period.

"Sit on clouds" 
system
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INNOVATIONS



System designed to access all electronic 
components.
Another interesting innovation is the system designed to easily access all 
electronic and mechanical components of the recliner armchairs.

We hope that this advancement in our Collection will soon become a 
best-seller, helping us continue to bring happiness to our end customers.

Relax mechanisms 
access system

"TESEO MOVE"
We are introducing a significant innovation in the world of upholstered 
furniture.

The existing hinge systems in the market for moving the backrest forward 
and backward have a major drawback, which is the need to make a cut 
in the seat cushion to allow for the mechanism to move, resulting in an 
unaesthetic construction in these types of sofas.

In the Fama R&D department, we have developed a new hinge that 
offers the same functionality but does not require a visible cut in the seat 
cushion. It requires a shorter cut that is not visible when the backrest is in 
the forward position.

The hinge has been introduced only in the Teseo model. In the Arianne 
model we are using the conventional hinge available in the market.

"Back-to-front" 
backrest hinge
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INNOVATIONS


